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a b s t r a c t

Cryptocurrency transaction forensic examinations need to guarantee completeness, confidentiality, and
information integrity. Our work presents BlockQuery as a proof of concept blockchain query system for
Bitcoin. BlockQuery is capable of detecting transactions generated by Hierarchical Deterministic (HD)
wallets that many publicly available tools cannot find due to failures in their address derivation methods.
Moreover, BlockQuery does not use third party servers as data providers and operates on a local copy of
the blockchain to prevent information disclosure. Compared to other Bitcoin query tools, BlockQuery was
designed from a forensic standpoint and meets all four of the defined querying criteria of being open
source, confidential, automatically converting key representations, and allowing the manual adjustment
of derivation depth.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

The decentralized and public nature of the blockchain ledger
presents several unique challenges to the validity of a crypto-
currency investigation. For a cryptocurrency examination to be
forensically sound, we assert that the following criteria must be
met:

C Completeness: Given a public key or wallet address, all
transactions conducted using the key or wallet address are
recovered.

C Integrity: The blockchain ledger being queried is identical to
that which is currently accepted by the consensus network.

C Confidentiality: Information regarding which transactions
are relevant to the examination are not being unintentionally
disclosed.

The vast majority of publicly available tools for querying cryp-
tocurrency blockchains fail to meet one or more of the aforemen-
tioned requirements. Many tools take the form of websites which
query a server running a blockchain indexer. In the event that the
(T. Thomas), tedwa4@unh.
ggili).
indexing server is maintained by a third party, this may violate the
confidentiality of the forensic examination by unnecessarily
disclosing which accounts are subject to an ongoing investigation.
An untrustworthy or compromised query service may trivially
associate a law enforcement Internet Protocol (IP) address with the
wallets they are querying to identify which individuals are under
investigation.

Similarly, without control of the indexing server, an examiner
cannot guarantee the integrity of the query responses. The results
may be inaccurate, incomplete, or out of date due to programmer
error ormalice, and can only be confirmed by observing a local copy
of the ledger. Cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin, have many address
derivation schemes and many of the publicly available tools we
tested failed to account for these differences in address derivation.

It is for these reasons that a forensically sound cryptocurrency
lookup platformmust consist of a trusted full node running directly
on the blockchain network. This allows forensic examiners to
guarantee the integrity of the data they are searching through by
maintaining a complete copy of the ledger that is updated in real
time.

Additionally, a full node preserves the confidentiality of the
investigation by eliminating the need for a third party to handle
queries. Rather than broadcasting the specific wallet address and
transaction IDs a practitioner is interested in, a full node blends into
the network and passively collects blocks as they are broadcast.
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Our work contributes the following:

C We provide the primary discussion on what it means for a
cryptocurrency investigation to be forensically sound.

C We present BlockQuery, an open source proof of concept
blockchain query system for Bitcoin.

C We show that our approach is capable of detecting trans-
actions generated by Hierarchical Deterministic (HD) wallets
that many publicly available tools cannot find due to failures
in their address derivation methods.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2
elaborates on the differences in Bitcoin address derivation
schemes. Past work is reviewed in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5 we
present the architecture of our proof of concept and compare it
against existing publicly available tools. In Sections 6, 7, and 8 we
discuss further implications, offer paths forward, and make closing
remarks.

2. Background

In addition to potentially exposing which transactions are
relevant to an ongoing investigation, existing online blockchain
querying services using extended public keys fail to discover all
transactions. This is the result of incomplete address derivation
algorithms that do not take into account all valid public key rep-
resentations detailed in Bitcoin Improvement Proposals (BIPs)
32,149,2 and84.3

A robust understanding of these standards is necessary to
guarantee the complete discovery of possible transactions given an
extended public key artifact. The principles described here are not
only applicable to Bitcoin because HDwallets support multiple coin
types. Other cryptocurrencies, such as Ethereum, have adopted
compatible derivation.4

2.1. Hierarchical deterministic wallets

One of the most valuable artifacts in a cryptocurrency investi-
gation is the extended public key. Extended keys are golden tickets
for associating disparate transactions to a single point of origin. HD
wallets use extended keys to compartmentalize addresses under
logical “accounts”. Each account has an associated key pair, and
accounts are organized hierarchically. This allows users to derive
key pairs for multiple cryptocurrencies from the same master key
pair. Further, multiple key pairs can then be derived from each
cryptocurrency pair.

At the lowest level in the hierarchy, the keys are used to
deterministically derive ephemeral wallet addresses. This scheme
allows users to maintain relative anonymity across transactions by
not reusing addresses while only having to maintain a single
master key pair. Additionally, users may selectively publish com-
partments of their transaction history by sharing the extended keys
used to derive those addresses.

Similarly, a forensic examiner may use extended public keys to
de-anonymize portions of a subject's transaction history, assuming
the key is not hardened. Hardened keys cannot be deterministically
derived using the parent public key alone. The parent private key is
required to ensure that the entire scheme is not de-anonymized if a
public key from the top of the hierarchy is inadvertently exposed.
1 https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0032.mediawiki.
2 https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0049.mediawiki.
3 https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0084.mediawiki.
4 https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-2386.
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2.2. Bitcoin address types

At the time of writing, there were three valid Bitcoin address
representations. The three address types are presented in Table 1.
Each address type has a respective extended key representation
used to derive addresses of that type; however, these extended key
representations can readily be converted from one to another. This
means that one can deterministically derive all possible wallet
addresses given any non-hardened extended public key
representation.

Some HD wallet implementations, such as Ledger Live, use all
three Bitcoin address types. Memory forensic analysis of these
applications has shown that in some cases it is only possible to
recover one representation of the public key (Tyler et al., 2020).
Given that most publicly available blockchain query tools do not
account for this use case, it is possible that a pracitioner unfamiliar
with the intricacies of Bitcoin address derivation may miss large
portions of forensically relevant transaction history.

Suppose an investigator recovers an xpub and would like to find
all transactions associated with it. They utilize a publicly available
lookup service which correctly interprets it as a BIP44 extended
key, and thus derives all relevant legacy addresses to search the
blockchain for transactions. However, depending on the imple-
mentation of the wallet the key was pulled from, there may be
transactions using Native SegWit or Nested SegWit addresses
which will not be found.

To ensure recovery of all relevant transactions, a forensically
sound blockchain lookup service cannot assume that all addresses
should be derived using the same format in which their keys were
presented.

3. Related work

3.1. Privacy decentralization and anonymity

Preserving the privacy of user data is not a new concept. For
example, most online social networks involve users constantly
sharing data over a centralized architecture. Privacy concerns are
raised about user data because the central organization has access to
all user data and can grant additional access to third-party entities.
Social graphs, representing the interconnections, behaviours, and
preferences between online social network users, contain private
information that can help disclose the real identities of users
(Schwittmann et al., 2014). To combat these privacy concerns,
decentralized social networks were proposed. In 2013 (Schwittmann
et al., 2014), examined different decentralized approaches to online
social networks and compared their privacy levels. While the
research concluded confidentiality can be achieved with end-to-end
encryption, a persistent problem throughout the decentralized social
networks was hiding the social graphs containing private user in-
formation from storage providers in distributed approaches.

In 2018 (Siddula et al., 2018), presented a survey about the
privacy preservation of online social networks. The decentralized
social networks PISCES and Lockr were discussed; however, PISCES
was designed specifically for scalability and does not address the
issue of link privacy, which is connecting one user back to another
in a social graph.

3.2. Anonymity and transaction analysis

Directly related to link privacy and social graphs is the privacy
and anonymity concerns of Bitcoin transactions. Since the rise of
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, the limitations of anonymity
and privacy in digital currencies has been researched inmanyways.
Due to Bitcoin's popularity, substantial research has been

https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0032.mediawiki
https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0049.mediawiki
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Table 1
Bitcoin address representations.

Key Type BIP Prefix Transaction Type Example

Xpub 32/44 1 P2PKH (Legacy) 17 VZNX1SN5NtKa8UQFxwQbFeFc3iqRYhem
Ypub 49 3 P2SH (Nested SegWit) 3P8mzFSHtFXEPCYForFEkjpdnUHC3HqCnN
Zpub 84 bc1 P2WPKH (Native SegWit) bc1qrde0awacdg266fvhj2fkyvuksystx2snsn4scv
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conducted regarding de-anonymizing Bitcoin users. Interacting
directly with Bitcoin users and posing as a buyer is one way to de-
anonymize the identity of specific merchants, which was
researched by (Meiklejohn et al., 2013) with the Silk Road and Mt.
Gox merchants.

Another de-anonymization method is directly analyzing the
Bitcoin transaction graph, similar to a social graph, to perform
anonymity analysis. This was first studied by (Reid and Harrigan,
2012), who constructed two network representations to associate
multiple public keys with each other and with other identifying
user information. This method of mapping is also used by
(Meiklejohn et al., 2013) when directly interacting with Bitcoin
merchants by linking unknown addresses to known ones.

From a different standpoint (Baumann et al., 2014), suggested
using IP addresses and geographical location data to have a more
robust understanding of the structure of the Bitcoin transaction
graph. With a similar approach (Koshy et al., 2014), set out to de-
anonymize Bitcoin users at the IP level by leveraging the relay
traffic in a Bitcoin network. The source IP address of the Bitcoin
transactions are linked to geographical locations, which can then
help link the IP addresses to real identities. The authors concluded
mapping IP addresses to Bitcoin addresses is difficult with only
network traffic analysis but possible to some degree.

With the use of publicly available data (FlederMichael, 2015), set
out to de-anonymize Bitcoin user identities by first utilizing web
scraping techniques to collect Bitcoin addresses from public fo-
rums, and then matching users to specific transactions with
incomplete transaction data. The publicly available data and Bit-
coin's transaction ledger were able to successfully help the re-
searchers match user identities to certain transactions.
3.3. Blockchain forensics

In addition to examining ways of mapping Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrency wallet addresses to user information, researchers
turned to exploring data found at the blockchain level. Blockchain
technologies have more use than just cryptocurrency. Blockchains
act as a distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) pseudonymous network
where anyone can view transactions between individuals (Ricci and
BaggiliFrank, 2019). Although works such as (Cebe et al., 2018; Ryu
et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019; Al-Khateeb et al., 2019) proposed using
blockchain technologies to support other areas of digital forensics,
research on the forensics of the blockchain itself has not been
extensively studied.

(Zhang et al., 2019) studied attacks on distributed P2P storage
networks and used StorJ, a blockchain-based cloud storage
network, as an example. The results indicated the privacy of the
data on such networks may be compromised after it is stored. The
researchers also called for the need of future studies on other P2P
cloud storage networks. Following that (Ricci and BaggiliFrank,
2019), explored the investigative potential of examining artifacts
produced by StorJ. The research called for an in-depth study of all
forensics artifacts produced by StorJ and more studies on
blockchain-based storage platforms.

Our current work builds on past work, FORESHADOW, which
extracted forensic data from the memory of cryptocurrency
3

hardware wallets (Tyler et al., 2020). The extracted data could then
be used to associate a hardware wallet with a computer and allow
an observer to de-anonymize all past and future transactions due to
hierarchical deterministic wallet address derivation.

4. Methodology

This work employed a constructive methodology to present an
example implementation of a forensically sound cryptocurrency
investigation platform. The following section details the design and
development process.

4.1. Software architecture

Illustrated in Fig. 1, the architecture of our proof of concept
consists of the following microservices packaged in Docker
containers:

Bitcoin node: A standard Bitcoin JSON-RPC API server fully
synced with the current state of the blockchain.

Indexer: This service processes and indexes the raw block data
from the node for quick and easy querying.

Web application: The user interface for making queries and
exploring discovered transactions.

4.1.1. Architecture - bitcoin node
The Bitcoin Core daemon, or Bitcoind, is a widely adopted

implementation of the Bitcoin protocol. It is traditionally used as a
backend service for mining programs and wallets. Bitcoind was
chosen as the Bitcoin protocol implementation for this proof of
concept because of its ease of use, customization, and integration
into a variety of open source indexers. However, any Bitcoin pro-
tocol implementation which exposes the Bitcoin JSON-RPC API and
can be configured to passively collect blocks may be used.

4.1.2. Architecture - indexer
An indexer is required because Bitcoind does not provide an API

call to retrieve the complete list of transactions a given wallet
address participated in. Additionally, a well developed indexer
greatly increases the speed and efficiency of data retrieval. Electrs, a
fast and storage efficient open source Rust implementation of the
Electrum API was selected as the indexer.

Most critically, electrs was developed with privacy in mind and
does not communicate with any third party servers. After syncing
and indexing with a Bitcoind node, electrs is able to respond to serve
queries of historical transaction data independently. Additionally,
electrs will periodically poll the node to index new blocks as they
are added to the ledger.

4.1.3. Architecture - web application
A customweb applicationwas developed to accept user queries,

compute address derivations, cache discovered transactions, and
query electrs. The most important aspect of this service in terms of
ensuring forensic validity is the address derivation. Many existing
Bitcoin transaction lookup tools either do not support query by
extended public key or fail to produce the same wallet addresses as
those derived by HD wallets.



Fig. 1. Microservice architecture.
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4.2. Address derivation

Algorithm 1 displays the address derivation technique used in
our proof of concept. Two parameters are provided to the address
derivation function and it returns the set of addresses derived. The
two parameters are: the public key and the desired derivation
depth.

HD wallets have an internal and external keychain. Addresses
derived along the external keychain are intended for receiving
transactions, while those derived along the internal keychain are
intended to be used as change addresses or other wallet functions
that are not meant to be public.

When sending Bitcoin from an address, all of the Bitcoin owned
by that address must be sent. Therefore, if Alice controls 10 Bitcoins
in address x and she wishes to send 7 Bitcoin to Bob at address y,
she must send the residual 3 Bitcoins back to an address she con-
trols if she wishes to retain ownership of it. Change addresses are
used by Bitcoin wallets to attempt to obfuscate outgoing trans-
actions by generating new addresses on a separate derivation path
solely for the purpose of receiving this change. It is computationally
infeasible to associate these change addresses to the sender address
without access to the extended keys they were both derived from.

Consequently, in order for an examiner to have a complete un-
derstanding of how Bitcoin moved in and out of a HD wallet over
the course of its transaction history, it is necessary to derive ad-
dresses along both the internal and external keychains.

After the set of possible child addresses is generated, electrs is
queried with each address to retrieve the associated transaction
history. This amounts to brute forcing as there is no other method
of determining which derivation paths will be used for transactions
without guessing and checking them incrementally. It becomes a
challenge to know when to stop because the number of possible
child addresses on a given derivation path is 231.

BIP 44 defines the “address gap limit” for HD wallets at 20. This
means that whenwallet software is attempting to find all addresses
used by a given wallet, it assumes the in-use addresses have been
exhausted after encountering 20 consecutive unused addresses.

While most HD wallet implementations follow this convention,
it is theoretically possible for wallet applications to deviate from
the standard and still deterministically derive valid addresses.
Custom software attempting to perform data hiding may arbitrarily
4

increment by some interval greater than 20 or start derivation at
some very large constant. This approach may be employed as a
form of anti-forensics by tech-savvy criminals.

Wallet software or query platforms that assume this standard is
always followed can not find addresses derived this way, even if in
possession of the master public/private key pair. To be absolutely
certain that all possible addresses have been found, a query tool
must enumerate all 231. Our proof of concept allows the user to
specify the desired depth of each query.

Algorithm 1. Address Derivation Algorithm

4.3. Evaluation

A variety of publicly available Bitcoin lookup platforms were



Table 2
Comparison of publicly available HD wallet lookup tools.

Name Open source Confidential Automatic conversion Adjustable depth

BlockQuery ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

LedgerHQ/xpub-scan ✓ X ✓ ✓

dan-da/hd-wallet-addrs ✓ ✓ X X
mewald55/Blockpath ✓ ✓ X X
Blockchain.info ✓ X X X
Blockchainexplorer.one X X X X
Blockonomics.co X X X X
Blockchair.com X X X X
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surveyed to be assessed against the standards of forensic soundness
outlined in this work. Only services which allows users to search for
transactions by extended public key were considered.

Bitcoin transactions were made using a Ledger Nano X crypto-
currency hardware wallet with the Ledger Live wallet software.
Memory and file system forensics was then performed against the
system to obtain forensic artifacts including extended public keys
and addresses.

A second HD wallet was generated with python-hdwallet,5

which allows users to manually set the index of the derivation
path. Addresses were generated with address gaps of 100 in at-
tempts to hide addresses from software assuming the default gap
limit of 20.

The extended keys were passed into the HD wallet compatible
lookup tools listed in Table 2. Each tool was then evaluated on its
suitability for forensic use along four criteria. First, whether or not
the tool was open source. As established by (Brian Carrier, 2002)
and (MansonAnna et al., 2007), digital forensics tools should be
open source so that their methods may be verifiable and in certain
cases, legal. Second, if the tool queried a third party server and
thereby compromised the confidentiality of the investigation. Next,
if the tool automatically converted the key to every possible rep-
resentation to cover the entire address space. Finally, if the tool
allowed the user to manually adjust the address gap limit or deri-
vation depth.
5. Findings

5.1. Evaluations results

Table 2 presents the results of the evaluation. Ledger's xpub-
scan utility was the only tool capable of finding all of the trans-
actions generated with the extended public keys provided in the
query. This is because xpub-scan derives Legacy, Native SegWit, and
Nested SegWit addresses regardless of the key format provided in
the query.

Additionally, the command line interface allows the user to
manually adjust the index range thereby allowing for the discovery
of transactions outside the address gap limits defined in the stan-
dard. The application is also open source; however, it utilizes Led-
ger's servers to search the blockchain and while there is an option
to use cryptoapis. io as a custom data provider, there is no way to
prevent information disclosures.

None of the other tools were able to find any of the transactions
made by Ledger Live or addresses with exceptionally high deriva-
tion gaps. Notably, Blockpath by GitHub user @mewald55 used an
address gap limit of 150 rather than 20, which may aid in the
detection of address islands.
5 https://github.com/meherett/python-hdwallet.
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5.2. Forensic suitability

It is important to note that none of the assessed tools were
developed with forensics in mind. Not only did six out of the seven
tools fail to automatically derive SegWit addresses when provided
an xpub, several of them were not able to discover SegWit trans-
actions even when provided the correct ypub or zpub. Similarly,
only two out of the seven tools evaluated allowed users to query
local instances of the blockchain rather than third party services.

The absence of a publicly available tool meeting the standards of
forensic suitability illustrates the need for a dedicated open source
solution. Our proof of concept successfully discovered all trans-
actions while maintaining the confidentiality of the searches by not
calling any third party APIs.
5.3. Tool usage

Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of
BlockQuery. Fig. 2 shows the interface for making a query where
the user can manually set the derivation depth and whether to
derive along the internal chain, external chain, or both. Users can
also force the application to query the indexer again for a cached
public key to check for new transactions.

The remaining views render a relational database model
allowing users to navigate along the relationships between keys,
addresses, and transactions. Fig. 3 shows the view presented to the
user when inspecting an individual transaction.
6. Discussion

6.1. Limitations

Running a robust forensically sound cryptocurrency query
platform requires a significant amount of resources. At the time of
writing, the Bitcoin blockchain was approximately 350 GB and the
Ethereum blockchain was approaching a terabyte. Similarly,
computing all 231 possible addresses for a given extended key
would require a machine with significant parallel computing po-
wer. A local law enforcement agency with limited resources may
find this to be a prohibitive barrier.

In this case, trusted entities, such as state and federal law
enforcement agencies or universities, may provide hosting of the
service. This way, forensic investigators that lack the technical
knowledge or resources to run their own node can query a third
party without compromising the confidentiality of their
investigation.

The microservice based architecture lends itself well to such a
model as individual components can be run by different trusted
entities.

https://github.com/meherett/python-hdwallet


Fig. 2. BlockQuery - Query view example.

Fig. 3. BlockQuery - Transaction view example.
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6.2. Technical abstraction

An important consideration when designing and developing
digital forensics tools is the technical barrier a user must overcome
to effectively use the tool. Not every investigator will be expected to
understand the complexities of Bitcoin address derivation.
6

Consequently, digital forensic toolkits should take into account
common edge cases and liberally interpret the intentions of the
user to ensure that all possible results are accessible.

It was this design mindset that motivated the development of
BlockQuery. It is possible to obtain the same data with an extended
public key bymanually converting and deriving all possible address
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representations. However, this requires an in depth understanding
of esoteric derivation standards and may be abstracted from the
user. An effective solution would allow an investigator to simply
enter an artifact they obtained from forensic analysis and receive
the complete transaction history associated with that public key.

7. Future work

7.1. Extended key dataset

The lack of an open source extended key dataset was noted
during the development of BlockQuery. Such a dataset would
greatly facilitate the development of more forensic tools leveraging
extended keys by streamlining testing and evaluation.

Likewise, an extended public key dataset could be used to
conduct an analysis of the slight deviations from the standard in
different HD wallet clients, similar to the idiosyncrasies of key
representations in Ledger Live noted in this work.

7.2. Support for additional currencies

Many other cryptocurrencies implement address derivation
schemes compatible with HD wallets. With this in mind, the for-
mula outlined here can be applied to any such cryptocurrency. A
cursory analysis conducted during the evaluation phase proved
that there are very few services which allow users to search the
blockchain by extended key for any currency other than Bitcoin.

7.3. Plugin integration

To further streamline the investigative process, BlockQuery may
be integrated into existing plugins for retrieving forensic artifacts.
For example, a Volatility plugin that pulls extended public keys
from system memory images can call BlockQuery's API to auto-
matically generate a detailed transaction history report. Similar
plugins can be developed for file system forensics tools such as
Autopsy.

8. Conclusion

Extended public keys are extremely valuable when conducting a
forensic investigation. However, the improper use of tools not
intended for forensic use may not yield a complete transaction
history. Additionally, these tools may compromise the integrity of a
forensic investigation by utilizing third party servers to query the
blockchain for transactions or addresses specific to an ongoing
investigation.

Our proof of concept, BlockQuery, attempts to address these
issues and demonstrates a software architecture model for
7

implementing a local extended key query service.
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